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Abstract 

In cost-based abduction, the objective is to find the least-cost set of hypotheses that are sufficient 
to explain the observed evidence. In the maximum a-posteriori (MAP) assignment problem on 
Bayesian belief networks, the objective is to find the network assignment A with highest conditional 
probability P(AI&), where E represents the observed evidence. In this paper, we present a provably- 
correct linear-time transformation that allows algorithms and heuristic methods for cost-based 
abduction, such as Charniak and Shimony’s best-first search method or Santos’ integer linear 
programming approach, to be used for the MAP problem. 0 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights 
reserved. 
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1. Introduction 

Cost-based abduction [1,3] is a generalization of weighted abduction [5,17]. A cost- 
based abduction system is a 4-tuple (3-1, R, c, G), where FL is a set of hypotheses or 

propositions, c is a function from ‘R to the nonnegative reals where c(h) is called the 
assumability cost of hypothesis h E ‘H, R is a set of rules of the form 

where pi,, . , pi,, and pik are all members of ‘H, and G 5: ‘H is the goal or the evidence. 
The objective is to find the least cost proof for the evidence, where the cost of a proof is 
taken to be the sum of the costs of all hypotheses that must be assumed in order to complete 
the proof. Charniak and Shimony [3] have investigated best-first search techniques for 
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cost-based abduction, and in [ 12,131, Santos presents an algorithm for converting a cost- 

based abduction system into an integer linear program (ILP) which can then be solved 
by conventional integer linear programming methods [8,15]. In [ 131, Santos reports that 
his method appears to exhibit polynomial-time behavior in the average case, and, in 1141, 
necessary and sufficient conditions are developed for an instance of cost-based abduction 
to be polynomially solvable. 

Bayesian belief networks [9-l l] are an important graphical knowledge representation 

for reasoning under (probabilistic) uncertainty. Let V = ~'1, . , u, be a finite set of random 
variables. Let P be some probability distribution over V and let X, Y, and Z be three 

disjoint subsets of V. X is said to be conditionally independent of Y given Z if and only if 
for any given instantiations x, y, and z, of X, Y, and Z, respectively, 

P(xly, z) = P(xlz) whenever P(y. z) > 0. (I) 

Let D = (V, E) be a directed acyclic graph (DAG) whose nodes are identified with the 
random variables VI, . , v,,. D is said to be a minimal independency map of P if and 
only if every u E V is conditionally independent, given its parents n(u), of all its non- 
descendents [ 10, p. 1201. Given a set V of random variables and a probability distribution 

P over V, a Bayesian belief network representation of P is a dag (V, E), such that (V, E) 
is a minimal independency map of P, augmented with a set of conditional probability 

distributions {P,, : v E V) where each P, is a local probability distribution which specifies 
the probability of each possible instantiation of v given every possible instantiation of its 

parents. 
An instantiation, or full assignment, A of a binary-valued belief network defined over a 

set of variables V is a mapping which assigns to each member of V a value from its domain. 
Based on the assumption that a belief network’s underlying graph is an independency map 
of the network variables, Pearl [lo] has shown that the joint probability of any given full 

instantiation, A : V H III, . . vn, of the network variables can be computed according to 

P(Vl, v2.. ., u,1) = fi P(v;,n(v;)). (2) 
i=l 

The MAP problem is an optimization problem where we are given a belief network B 

and partial assignment I of B which represents “real-world” observations, or evidence, for 
which we seek an explanation. The objective is to find the full assignment which is most 
probable given the evidence at hand. In other words, it is required to find the instantiation A 
with maximum a posteriori (MAP) probability P(AI&). If the evidence set is empty, then 
the objective is to find the network assignment A with highest unconditional probability 

p(A). 
In this paper, we present a provably-correct linear-time algorithm 2 that transforms an 

instance of the MAP problem on belief networks to a cost-based abduction system. This 
transformation would allow any algorithm or heuristic method for cost-based abduction, 
such as [2,3,13,14], to be used for the MAP problem. Although both problems are NP-hard 

* Several papers in the literature have misquoted [3] as providing such an algorithm, but in fact, [3] presents a 

transformation from MAPS to WBFDAGs, a structure which is similar but not equivalent to cost-based abduction 

systems. 
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[ 3,4,16], it has been suggested [3] that tinding heuristics for cost-based abduction may be 
easier than for the MAP problem. 

2. Algorithm 

In this section, we present our algorithm for converting an instance of the MAP problem 

to an instance of cost-based abduction and present a proof of correctness in the following 

section. 

Notation. Any representation of a belief network must, for each node in the network, 

specify the probability of each possible assignment of the node conditional upon each 
possible joint assignment of the node’s parents. For the sake of notational convenience, 

we will assume that a belief network is represented as a triple (V, E, P), where (V, E) 

represent a directed acyclic graph, and P consists of a probability distribution P,, for each 
u E V. We will also assume that each distribution P, is in the form of a table, where each 

line 1 in the table consists of an assignment to u and n(v) and we will use the notation 
V(e) to refer to the probability corresponding to the line e in the table Pv. This notational 

assumption does not affect the generality of our results because any representation which 
fully defines a belief network must specify in some way all the information that is specified 
by our assumed representation. In addition, we will use the notation D(V) to denote the 
domain of the random variable identified with node u E V. 

Notation. A cost-based abduction system was formalized earlier as a tuple (X. R, c. G). 

We will assume that each rule R E R consists of a pair of sets R = ( RA. R’), where the 
set R”, called the antecedent set, is a subset of ‘H, and the singleton set RC, called the 
consequent set, is a subset of 3-1 such that 1 RC 1 = 1. 

Algorithm 1. 
Input: a belief network B and evidence set E. 

Output: a cost based abduction system (R, R. c, G). 
Procedure: 

(i) For every u E V, set 

Q,, =min(V(L) It E P,‘}. 

(ii) Set 

e=-1ogn Q,,. 
,‘E v 

G?= IV]Q. 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) iii!= (IV1 + 1)e. 

(iii) Set Z = @. 



(iv) For every u E V and every e E PL,: 
- construct a hypothesis hc which represents the proposition that the premises of 

the line e in the probability distribution P,, are satisfied and add hp to w; 
- set 

c(he) = - log V(e) + &. (7) 

(v) For every II E V, create a hypothesis h, which represents the proposition that u 

is assigned some truth value. Add h, to ‘Ft and set c(h,,) to co. (For the sake of 
practical implementation, the-value CC throughout this algorithm can be replaced 
by any number greater than Q.) 

(vi) For every u E V and for every t E D(u) : 
_ construct a hypothesis h,,, which represents the proposition that u is assigned 

to t. Add h,,, to ?I and set c(hL,,) to co; 
_ construct a rule I?,,, and set 

R; = I&, 1. (8) 

Rz = {h,>J. (9) 

(vii) For every u E V and every ! E P,,: 
- construct a rule Re and set 

R,A = {hk}: (10) 

- for every (U + t’) C l, where u E n(u) and t’ E D(u). set 

Rf = Rf U (hu,,]; (11) 

- let t E D(u) be the value from u’s domain that satisfies (u --+ t} C k!. Set 

R:‘ = (h,,,). (12) 

(viii) Set B = @ 

(ix) For every u E V, set 

G = G U {h,,J. (13) 

(x) For every (u + t) E E, where t E D(u), set 

G=G’J{h,,l. (14) 

3. Analysis 

Definition 2. Let (7-t. R. c, G) be a cost-based abduction system created by Algorithm 1 
from a belief network B and evidence set E. We will say that every proof C induces 
an assignment A for B which is constructed by assigning a node u E V to t E D(u) 
whenever C proves h,, We will say that an assignment induced by a proof C is a consistent 

assignment if it assigns each u E V to exactly one value from its domain D(u). 
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Lemma 3. Let (3-1, ‘R, c. G) be a cost-bused abduction system created by Algorithm 1 ,from 

u belief network B und evidence set E. If C is a proofjbr G with cost c(L) 6 B, then c 

induces (I consistent assignment A,for B such rhut E 5 A und 

4C(C)-cz) P(A)=e (15) 

Proof. First, we will prove A is consistent, then we will prove that E C A, and finally we 

will prove Eq. ( 15). 
Let C be a proof for G and let A be the assignment that is induced by Cc. Let u be a 

node in B. L must prove h,: E G and in order to prove h,, it must prove some member of 

(h 1,, / t E D(u)). 3 In order to prove any h 1+, C must assume hr for some e E P,, and by 

Eq. (7). 

c(hu) > cz. (16) 

for any hf. If we denote by c,(L) the cost incurred in proving h,,, then Eq. (16) implies 

C.,>(C) > Q. (17) 

for all u E V. Now, assume c,(C) > 2Q for some u E V. Then, 

c(C) 3 (IV1 + l)Q= 3. (18) 

which contradicts the assumption that c(C) < B. Therefore, it must be the case that 

Q < c’v(C) < 2Q, (19) 

for all u E V. Now, assume that for some u, C proves more than one member of {h,,, 1 t E 
D,(u)), then, again, 

c,,,(,C) > ‘Q. (20) 

Therefore, C must prove exactly one member of (/I~,, I t E D(u)). and, consequently, A is 
a consistent assignment. 

Now, assume that E assigns u to t where II E V and t E D(u). Then, by construction, 

/I,,, E G. We have established that h, must be proven using exactly one member of 
(h,., / t E D(u)). Suppose h,,, is used to prove h,,. where t’ E D(v) and t # t'. Then, 

c(C) > (IV1 + l)Q= !zj. (21) 

which contradicts Eq. (18). Therefore, C must use h,, to prove lx,,. Therefore, A will assign 
11 to t. and, consequently, E c A. 

Consider an arbitrary u E V. Suppose C assumes both t1 and !Z2 where e 1 # L!, and 

LI, lz E P,,. Then. 

c,,(C) > 2Q (22) 

This means C must assume exactly one member of (Izet / l’ E PL,). Let ht be the member 
of (A,’ I V’ E Pt,) that L assumes. Since 

(.(/7y) > (2, (23) 

’ Since h,. cannot he assumed and the only rules that contain h, as a consequent are those created in step (vi). 
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and 

& < c,(C) < 2Q. (24) 

it must be the case that 

c,,(C) = c(hr), (25) 

because there does not exist any hypothesis whose cost is less than &. Therefore, by 

Eq. (4), 

c{,(c) - & = -logP(u I Tr(u)). 

and, consequently, 

(26) 

c(C)-&=-~logP(v~n(n))=-logP(A). q (27) 

Lemma 4. Let (Tf, I?. c. 4) be a cost-based abduction system created by Algorithm 1 from 

a belief network B und evidence set E. If A is an ussignment,ftir B such that E C A, then 

there exists a proof C,fiw G such thut C induces A und 

c(L) = - log P(A) + Q < a. (28) 

Proof. We will present a procedure for constructing C. For every node u E V, since P, 

contains a line for each assignment to u and n(u), there will be exactly one !Z E P, such that 
JJ c A. Then, let C assume hp. Further, if C assigns u to t, where t E V(v), use hc to prove 

h,, Since A is a consistent assignment, C will only prove one member of {h,, 1 t E D(v)}. 
Further, since & C A, if E assigns u to t, where t E D(v). C will prove h,, Then, let C 

use whichever member of [h,,, 1 t E D(v)] has been proven to prove h,. Therefore, in this 
manner, C will prove S and will induce A. Further, 

c,(L) = -log P(ll I r(u)) + Q. (2% 

Therefore, 

c(L) = c [ - log P(u I n(u)) + Q] = -log P(A) + Q. 
L’E v 

(30) 

Furthermore, for any u E V, by construction, 

Q,’ 6 P(n I j-0)). 

Therefore, 

Q< -logP(A). 

Consequently, 

c(C) = - log P(A) + Q < G. q 

(31) 

(32) 

(33) 

Lemma 5. Algorithm 1 cun be curried out in time linear in the size of its input. 

Proof. Constructing a cost-based abduction system consists of constructing the hypothesis 
set N, assumability cost function c, rule set R and goal set B. 
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The most costly part of constructing R is constructing the hc hypotheses for each !Z E P,, 
for each u E V. This will require O(] P, I) for each u E V. The assumability cost for each 
created hypothesis is either computed according to Eq. (7) which requires only 0( 1) once 
Q has been computed, or is set to co. Q needs to be computed only once. Computing 
each Q, requires O(] P, I) and computing Q from the Q,, requires 0( 1 VI). Therefore, the 
hypothesis set ‘Ft and cost function c can be computed in 0( / B I). 

The rule set ‘72 consists, for each u E V. of a rule KY for each e E Pu and a rule R,,, 

for each t E D(v). For each L. constructing Rt requires O( ][I). Therefore, for all & E P,., 
this requires O(] P,j). For each u E V, constructing R., for each t E D(u) requires only 
O(]D(u)]) which is O(lPzl\). Thus. in total, 72 can be constructed in O(]B]). 

Finally, g consists of k,, for all u E V and of 1~~,,, where t E ‘D(V). for all {u + t) E C. 
Therefore, it can be constructed in 0( I V ( + II I). q 

Theorem 6. Any heuristic algorithm which searches for lowcost proofs for cost-based 

abduction systems can he correctly used to search ,for high probahiliQ a.s.signments for 
heliyf networks vvitkout any increase in complexity 

Proof. Given such a heuristic algorithm A and an instance (B. 8) of the MAP problem, 
we can apply Algorithm 1 in linear time, by Lemma 5, to produce an equivalent cost-based 
abduction system (3-1. R, c. G). By Lemma 4, any assignment A induces a proof whose cost 
is less than or equal to B and, by Lemma 3, any proof C which does not induce a consistent 
assignment will have a cost c,(C) > Q. Therefore, if A is modified to discard proofs whose 
cost is greater than G. then any proof it returns will correspond to an assignment for B 
such that I C A. Further, by Lemma 3, if a proof Cl has a lower cost than a proof fI2 
then the assignment induced by Ct will have a higher probability than that induced by Cz. 
In other words, if a proof C is the Kth best proof for (‘I-I. R. c. G) then the assignment it 
induces will be the Kth best MAP assignment for B and Z. q 

4. Concluding remark 

We have presented an algorithm for transforming a given instance of the MAP problem 
to an instance of cost-based abduction. In our experiments, we used our algorithm in 
conjunction with Santos’ ILP transformation [ 131 and the well-known integer and linear 
programming package lp- solve. In [ 141, Santos and Santos showed that there is a class 
of cost-based abduction systems which produce ILP’s with totally unimodular constraint 
matrices. A matrix A is said to be totally unimodular if every square submatrix of A has 
a determinant of - 1, 0, or 1; it is known that ILP’s with totally unimodular constraint 
matrices can be solved in polynomial time using Kachiyan’s algorithm [ 151. It remains to 
be determined whether there exists a class of belief networks which produce polynomially- 
solvable cost-based abduction systems. 
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